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After a long discussion, I finally ------------ him that he was wrong and I was right.

convinced accused afforded improved

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Studying English is very ----------- now. Many people go to English classes to learn it.

distressful popular serene offensive

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They did not have rain in their village for a long time. As a result, they had to --------------- their

houses and move to a city.

demistify deprive abandon correspond

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He is suffering from ---------. He has not been able to sleep for many days.

psychosis odyssey insomnia respiration

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He has made ------------ progress in his job in only one year. No one can believe how much he has

done in just one year.

diffusing omniscient supreme incredible

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

No one knows what his ----------- is. Nobody knows what is going to happen to him in future.

doom divinity fate scorn

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They bought a ------------ last week. It has ten rooms, a large garden, swimming pool etc.

mansion doom choir meadow

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I am interested more in -------------- activities such as reading and hate group activities such as

discussing.

mortal respectful solitary stately

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We were invited to a ------------- last night. It was an elaborate and formal meal in a foreign

embassy.

errand maze briar banquet

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He is studying day and night to get into the university. I have never seen such a ----------- student.

merciful devouring diligent envious

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We are ----------- heavy rain tomorrow. We expect it because of the weather forecast on TV.

compromising associating ceasing anticipating

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

As our luggage was ------------ we could not carry it in the trunk. We had to hire a pick-up truck to

move it for us.

bulky busty chunky curved

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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A ------------ is a straight line which goes from one corner to the opposite corner.

horizontal vertical diagonal illusional

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The line along which two edges of cloth are joined or sewn together is called a --------------.

sash seam jabot midriff

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What was the main cause of his pain?

a painfull back a tumor walking running

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

At the age of seven, Julian was an exceptional runner who enjoyed football and excelled at swimming. Gifted with

a rich soprano voice, he was also a soloist in the choir at his school and he love playing the violin. 

     In August 1982, Julian started to complain of backaches. His mother thought at first he had pulled a muscle.

But the pain increased, and by the time Julian returned to school in the autumn, even the short walk from home

was difficult.

    Jane, his mother who was an insurance agent, and his father Ron, a taxi driver, took Julian from one doctor to

another, but none could give a satisfactory explanation. Meanwhile, a stabbing pain in his back began waking

Julian at night, and his arm itched so much that he was constantly scratching. 

     A doctor could finally find that Julian had a tumor in his spinal cord. It had grown and it had compressed the

nerves leading to his arms and legs, causing itching and pain.

In the sentence below, what does the word "stabbing" most probably mean?

Meanwhile, a stabbing pain in his back began waking Julian at night.

without any clear cause hurting so much

moving to different parts something that wakes you up

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

According to the text, which of the following was not done by Julian?

swimming football singing basketball

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which part of his body started aching first?

his legs his arms his back his head

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

How did Julian run when he was seven?

much better than other kids just like other kids

more slowly than other kids as fast as other kids

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The doctor had to ----------- the mole to remove it. He used a surgical tool to burn it.

determine charge agonize cauterize

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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She showed her ------------ for my help by sending me a bunch of flowers. She thanked me in this

����way and I  liked it. 

assurance frustration gratitude immunity

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The accident ----------- him from neck to legs. He could not move his hands and legs for the rest of

his life.

paralyzed scratched recovered stabbed

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I asked the barber to -------- my hair. He made my hair neat by cutting away the irregular parts.

trim smash glaze blend

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He chose driving as his ----------. He makes a living by driving a truck between cities.

legend allegation career discipline

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He ------------ this line of business many years ago. Since then many others have followed the same

business in different forms.

strained initiated meditated imparted

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

To find the differences between the two system, you should ------------- them in every aspect.

abandon dramatize scare contrast

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They say this house is -----------. No one is going to buy it because people are scared to go into it.

culminated haunted afflicted promoted

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Our plane flew at 10000 feet above the sea level. At that ------------, the air is extremely cold.

altitude patent velocity qualification

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A research study should have a clear ------------. The researcher should know all the steps he should

take to reach his goal.

sludge procedure latitude component

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ------------ ceremony of my uncle was held in large mosque. He died last week in a car accident.

fiscal conventional initial funeral

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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